INTRODUCTION
Our goal in this paper is to propose an orbit method for the Lie algebra ᒄ of vector fields ᒄ on an affine smooth curve ⌺. Using Dixmier's idea, we start by proving the simplicity of some induced representations of ᒄ.
For g ᒄ U , one can define the skew-symmetric bilinear form d by
, s , , for all , g ᒄ. Let ᒄ be the set of finite rank f elements of ᒄ U , i.e., the elements g ᒄ U satisfying codim ker d -qϱ.
k
To each element of ᒄ U , we associate a canonical polarization ᒍ. If
Ž . and g ᒄ , define the order ord of in x so that ord s y1 for f x x Ž . almost all x g ⌺. The support supp of is the set of points x g ⌺ Ž . which satisfy ord / y1. The main result in this paper is: 
supp . Ne¨ertheless, Ann
Ind is always a primiti¨e ideal of U U ᒄ .
It is this theorem that suggests the idea of a Dixmier map for ᒄ. More precisely, the fact that one can produce primitive ideals from whichever elements of ᒄ U should give rise to an orbit method.
f
In Section 2, we identify ᒄ U to the subspace ᒄ U of elements of ᒄ U f f s having finite support. For that, we show an interesting lemma about the dimension of the kernel of an element in ᒄ U : it turns out that either dim ker d is 0 or 1, or ker d is finite-codimensional and in this case, k has finite support. We find in the Section 3, the canonical polarizations at elements of ᒄ U . They are called canonical thanks to a flag of subalgebras f of ᒄ. Naturally, this construction is inspired by the construction of Vergne Ž . polarization for the finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebras . In Section 4, we prove the theorem stated above. Finally, in Section 5, we propose a Dixmier map for ᒄ.
NOTATIONS AND KNOWN GENERALITIES

Ž .
1 Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let ⌺ be a smooth irreducible affine curve. We denote by A the ring of regular functions over ⌺. Recall that if ⌺ is embedded in ‫ށ‬ n and defined by the w x equations F s иии s F s 0 with F g k T , . . . , T , then we have A s There exists a bijection between the effective divisors of ⌺ and the ideals of A. This algebra is also called the Lie algebra of vector fields on ⌺. The w x bracket is given by , s y , ᭙, g ᒄ. We state below some useful properties of ᒄ. The first three properties come from the fact that ᒄ is a projective A-module of rank 1.
4a For all , non-zero in ᒄ, there exist f, g non-zero in A such that f s g. One can deduce that if , are non-proportional over k, w x then , / 0. Ž . Ž . Ž . 4b Let , g ᒄ and g A. Then y s 0. Ž . 4c Let L be an A-submodule of ᒄ. Then there exists a unique ideal I I of A such that L s I I ᒄ. If L is a non-zero A-submodule, then L has finite codimension in ᒄ.
4d Let x g ⌺ and u be a local parameter at x. Then there exists a w x neighborhood U of x such that the restriction of any ␦ g ᒄ to k U can be Ž . written as ␦ s ␦ u drdu.
Ž . Ž
w x. 4e Jordan J The Lie algebra ᒄ is simple.
AN INTERESTING SUBSPACE OF
U denote the dual of the Lie algebra ᒄ. The group of automor-Ä 4 Ž phisms of ⌺ is small, often 1 . However, we can define ''orbits'' in ᒄ in . the sense of coadjoint orbits, see Section 5 and we can talk about finite-dimensional ''orbits.'' We are interested on these finite dimensional U Ž U ''orbits'' of ᒄ that means, the orbits of elements g ᒄ such that d . has finite rank . In this section we will show that these ''orbits'' can be also characterized by the elements of ᒄ U whose support is a finite set of points of ⌺. For this proof, we need an interesting result about the dimension of the kernel of d for g ᒄ U .
DEFINITION 2.1. Let x g ⌺ and u be a local parameter at x. Let
Let ␦ be in ᒄ written locally as f drdu for some f g A. This operator T applied to ␦ gives the coefficient of u m at the formal power series 
It is easy to see from the lemma above that ᒄ , ᒄ ; ᒄ . 
ii If m is odd, one has ᒄ ; ᒄ and dim ᒄ rᒄ s 1.
Proof. Since ord s m, one can write s Ý ␤ T with ␤ / 0.
So by Remark 2.8
We obtain that ᒄ , ᒄ ; ᒄ using Lemma 2.6 i . It is easy to see that
As a consequence, we have
ii Suppose m is odd, m s 2 k q 1. Proceeding as in the even case, we obtain also that ᒄ ; ᒄ . Let us show that dim ᒄ rᒄ s 1.
If n s 2 k q 2, then using the same reasoning as in the even case, one has ␣ s 0. As previously, we suppose ␣ s 0, ᭙ i s 0, 1, . . . , j for 0
Thus let us take 
We remark that the operators T 's are linearly independent.
x, m U Ž . Therefore we can form the direct sum of the ᒄ x 's. We define: 
We associate a divisor D of ⌺ to an element in ᒄ U as follows:
It is clear that
Recall we can define the skew-
Sometimes we use also the notation ker d.
Ž .
ii The subspace ᒄ is a Lie subalgebra of ᒄ. attention on the finite-dimensional ''orbits'' of ᒄ U . This definition is inspired by the finite dimensional case of the orbit method. Indeed, if A A is the algebraic adjoint group of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra ᒄ, then the tangent space to the coadjoint orbit A A и for g ᒄ U is isomorphic to ᒄrᒄ . Ä 4 EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider ⌺ s ‫ރ‬ _ 0 . Thus its affine coordinate ring is w y1 x A s ‫ރ‬ T, T , the Laurent polynomials algebra. In this case, we have that
iii If I I is an ideal of A such that
I I ᒄ ; ker , then I I ᒄ ; ᒄ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. The assertions i and ii are obvious. For iii , for all f, g g
where f x denotes the mth derivative of f with w x respect to T evaluated at x. K. Bennani Be, Proposition 10.3 showed that the rank of dT is mq2 if m is even and m q 1 if m is odd. Hence
x, m f r P ROPOSITION 2.20. Let x g ⌺ and m g ‫.ގ‬ Then, the rank of dT is
mq2 if m is even and m q 1 if m is odd.
Proof. Let u be a local parameter at x.
. Let s g drdu be any
i element of ᒄ and write g s ␤ q ␤ u q иии for the formal power series of
Since the coefficient of u m is zero, the expression above is equal to zero.
Now, we shall prove the opposite inclusion. Let ␦ s f drdu g ᒄ with f s ␣ q ␣ u q иии and let s g drdu g ᒄ as before. If ␦ g ker dT ,
we obtain
Since m is even, we get ␣ s 0, for all l s 0, 1, . . . , m q 1.
ii When m is odd, the proof goes exactly the same as above, except Ž . for the two last lines. In this case, the expression 2.2 implies that ␣ s 0 when l / m q 1r2.
Henceforth the space T T is a finite codimensional Lie subalgebra
Finally one obtains:
From the previous proposition, ker dT has finite codimension in ᒄ, for
ker dT has also finite codimension recall that I is
finite . It follows that ᒄ has finite codimension in ᒄ.
To show that ᒄ U ; ᒄ U , we need the useful lemma:
or there exists a non-zero
. We compute , s q , and , s , y Ž . w x w x Ž Ž . . We add these two brackets and we get , q , s Ž . . w x w x Ž . w x y q 2 , s 2 , . By Lemma 2.16 i , since , g w x w x ker , then A , is contained in ker . Notice that , / 0 whereas the bracket of two elements in ᒄ is zero if, and only if, they are in fact, the finite-dimensional ''orbits'' of ᒄ U come from the elements of ᒄ U determined by a finite number of points of ⌺ as mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Moreover, that implies that codim
w x As in the finite-dimensional Lie algebras case studied by Dixmier D , the primitive ideals we are looking for rise from induced representations. These representations of ᒄ come from polarizations. In this section, we recall the definition of Vergne polarization used by Dixmier. Then we construct similar polarizations for the Lie algebra ᒄ of vector fields.
We start by considering ᒄ an arbitrary Lie algebra over an algebraically Ž .
U closed field k with char k s 0. Let g ᒄ . Let ᒅ be a Lie subalgebra of
A polarization of ᒄ at is a maximal totally isotropic subalgebra with respect to d.
Let ᒄ be a Lie algebra of dimension n. Let ᒄ ; ᒄ ; иии ; ᒄ be a
It is a trivial linear algebra result that ᒍ is a maximal totally isotropic n subspace of ᒄ. that for certain flags of subalgebras we also obtain a maximal totally isotropic subalgebra. We are interested in the polarizations of our Lie algebra ᒄ of vector fields at elements of ᒄ U . Let x g ⌺ and u be a local parameter at x.
tion of ᒄ at .
Proof. Put ᒅ s ᒄ . We will first prove that ᒅ is totally isotropic, i.e.,
Let us now show that ᒅ H ; ᒅ. Let ␦ s f drdu g ᒅ H and s g drdu g ᒅ. We write f s ␣ q ␣ u q иии and g s ␤ u1 q ␤ u2 q иии . For the opposite inclusion, notice that every ᒍ is an A-submodule of ᒄ.
H
One has dim ᒄrᒍ F Ý1 whereas ᒍ ; ᒍ . 
INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS OF ᒄ
It is in this section that we complete the construction of the primitive ideals mentioned in the Introduction. For that, we take representations of ᒄ induced by the canonical polarizations seen in Section 3. We will show that these representations are almost always simple. Anyway, we obtain Ž . primitive ideals of U U ᒄ at the end.
Let ᒄ be an arbitrary Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field k of zero characteristic. Let ᒅ be a Lie subalgebra of ᒄ. 
Ž .
Vergne polarization associated to . Then Ind is simple.
Consider again ᒄ as the Lie algebra of vector fields on ⌺. Let x g ⌺. ᒄ Ž . We want to prove the simplicity of the induced representation Ind ᒍ when has support at one point x and when ᒍ is the canonical polarization associated to by Proposition 3.3. The simplicity of this representa-ᒄ Ž . tion is fundamental in the proof of the simplicity of Ind , when has ᒍ finite support.
Recall the decreasing sequence
rᒄ . Since ᒄ , ᒄ ; ᒄ see Lemma 2.5 i , then the subalge-
We conclude that ᒄ rᒄ is a finite-dimensional solvable Lie 
cludes that L rL is a simple ᒄ -module since W is a simple ᒄ -mod-
As a consequence, using the fact that M is a ᒄ-module, we conclude that
Finally, we have the following exact sequence that splits,
The following lemma is obvious: LEMMA 4.10. Let M and N be ᒄ -modules. Let be a character of ᒄ . 
Ž . Just use the formula 4.1 . LEMMA 4.12. Using the notations of Lemma 4.11, put for all n g ‫,ގ‬ 
That implies that the exact sequence 4.2 is the sequence associated to
Wmke n [Wmke n q1 and L rL , W m k e nq 1 . So we conclude that˜ñ Ž . Ž . 
We showed in Lemma 4.12 that this sequence is 
We need the results below in order to prove the simplicity of L. u, e, . . . , e s y1 n q 1 иии n y j q 2 u . 
Ž . Proof. Assume ord / 0. Thus ord s 1 and N / 0. Write 
Finally we have: 
i V is a simple ᒄ-module.
ii For all x , . . . , x linearly independent and y , . . . , y g V, there The results below will be used to prove the simplicity. Hence ᒄ и z s 0 by the above lemma. Proof. Suppose m s 1. By the previous proposition, we can find y g ᒄ so that y и e s z и e , ᭙e g E and y и e s 0, ᭙e g E for i / 1. There- 
